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ABSTRACT OF THESIS

ROLE OF PRIOR KNOWLEDGE IN TIMING OF COMPUTER-GENERATED
FEEDBACK

Although often helpful, feedback sometimes has neutral or negative effects on
learning (Hattie & Timperley, 2007; Kluger & DeNisi, 1996). For example, Fyfe and
colleagues have found that the effects of feedback timing are moderated by students’
prior knowledge such that feedback has been useful for students with low prior
knowledge, but has mixed effects on students with high prior knowledge (e.g., Fyfe et al.,
2012; Fyfe, 2016). In this study, I extended Fyfe’s work by re-conceptualizing prior
knowledge as knowledge of more familiar foundational concepts a learner brings to a
learning task (Sidney & Alibali, 2017), which can be activated to facilitate transfer from a
more familiar concept to a more difficult concept (e.g., Sidney, 2020). Undergraduates (N
= 171) were randomly assigned in a 3 (feedback timing: delayed feedback, immediate
feedback, or no feedback) x 2 (knowledge activation: activate or not) between-subjects
design to examine the effects of feedback and prior knowledge on learning and
performance. I found that feedback and activating relevant prior knowledge led to higher
learning scores, and feedback increased performance scores. However, knowledge
activation moderated the effects of feedback such that if knowledge was not activated,
immediate feedback enhanced learning; if knowledge was activated, then delayed/no
feedback had a neutral impact on learning. Thus, this study replicates prior research that
prior knowledge moderates the effect of feedback timing on learning. However, it
contributes that prior knowledge can be defined as a broad range of foundational
concepts learners bring to a learning task, not just specific knowledge about the task.
KEYWORDS: Feedback, Prior Knowledge, Knowledge Activation
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
1.1
The use of technology in classrooms has become increasingly common. Teachers
have access to computer-based software, such as Intelligent Tutoring Systems (Carnegie
Learning, 2021) and Canvas Learning Management System (Canvas, 2021) that can be
used to enhance classroom learning (Ma et al., 2014). Due to the increasing use of
technology in educational settings, it is important to explore ways teachers can
effectively utilize this technology to enhance learning. One way that instructors can use
technology to foster learning is by programming software to provide computer-generated
feedback to students on submitted assignments. Indeed, students often take online tests
and receive accuracy scores (e.g., using Quizzes in Canvas), sometimes immediately after
completion (Ma et al., 2014).
Feedback can be an important source for helping students self-regulate their learning
(e.g., Bangert-Drowns et al., 1991; Beck & Linsey, 1979; Kulhavy & Anderson, 1972;
Kulik & Kulik, 1988). However, individual differences among students may influence
how they interpret and utilize feedback, and in turn, how useful that feedback is for
learning or improving performance (e.g., Bangert-Drowns et al., 1991; Hattie &
Timperley, 2007; Kluger & DeNisi, 1996). Although feedback should be helpful to
students, sometimes it does not improve learning (Bangert-Drowns et al., 1991; Fyfe,
2016; Kluger & DeNisi, 1996; Sinha & Glass, 2015) or even reduces learning (Fyfe et al.,
2012; Fyfe & Rittle-Johnson, 2016). In this study, I consider two factors that influence
the effectiveness of feedback: timing of feedback and students’ prior knowledge.
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CHAPTER 2. FEEDBACK
Although feedback can be defined in many ways, it is defined in this study as any
information given to students to apprise them of the accuracy of their answer to a given
problem (Mory, 2004). Feedback can be directed towards overarching teaching goals or
specific responses (Shute, 2007) and is given for many purposes. For example, BangertDrowns et al. (1991) suggest that one potential reason instructors may give feedback is to
communicate whether students have retrieved information accurately. Other potential
reasons instructors may give feedback are to promote conceptual development or the
acquisition of new skills, and help students self-regulate their own learning behaviors
(Bangert-Drowns et al., 1991). Results from the meta-analysis conducted by BangertDrowns et al. (1991) indicate that feedback is most beneficial when it informs students of
correct answers instead of solely verifying whether answers were correct or incorrect.
Hattie and Timperley (2007) propose a more updated model of how feedback can
enhance learning that expands upon the one proposed by Bangert-Drowns and colleagues.
It suggests that in order for instructor feedback to be effective it must help students
answer one of three questions: Where am I going (i.e., What are my goals)? How am I
going (i.e., Am I progressing towards my goals)? Where to next (i.e., Do I hope to gain
new conceptual knowledge or study strategies)? Hattie and Timperley suggest that
feedback can address each question at four different levels. Instructors can give feedback
at the task level, which helps students understand how well they performed. Process-level
feedback can be given to help the student develop strategies useful for future problem
solving on similar tasks. Feedback directed at the self-regulation level can help students
identify ways in which they can improve their self-monitoring or self-directed learning
2

strategies in future learning tasks. Lastly, self level feedback can inform learners on
characteristics that define themselves as learners (e.g., “good student”).
In this paper, I present a model proposed by Bangert-Downs and colleagues (1991)
of how feedback works during a learning task. This model encompasses the broad
cognitive processes a student goes through when receiving feedback (either immediate or
delayed) during problem solving. The process goes through five stages: (1) Initial State,
(2) Search and Retrieval Strategies, (3) Response to Problem, (4) Evaluation of
Feedback, and (5) Adjustment.

Figure 1 A model of How Feedback Works
A model of how feedback works during a learning episode from Bangert-Drowns and
colleagues (1991). It encompasses how receiving feedback (either immediate or delayed)
influences broad cognitive processes during problem solving. This process has five
stages: (1) Initial State, (2) Search and Retrieval Strategies, (3) Response to Problem, (4)
Evaluation of Feedback, and (5) Adjustment.
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Stage 1 represents a learner’s initial state, prior to engaging in the learning task at
hand. Learners bring varying levels of prior knowledge (DeCaro & Rittle-Johnson, 2012;
Fazio et al., 2016; Fyfe et al., 2012; Fyfe & Rittle-Johnson, 2016; Rittle-Johnson et al.,
2009) about the problem-solving task. When test problems activate relevant prior
knowledge in the mind, a learner uses working memory to combine or adapt strategies
(Brown & Alibali, 2018; Sidney & Alibali, 2017) in attempting to solve the problem in
the task at hand (Stage 2). In Stage 3, a learner provides a response to the problem. After
a period of time (e.g., immediately after each problem or after completing all problems),
learners are given feedback on their responses. In Stage 4, a learner evaluates the
feedback in relation to their responses (e.g., if individuals are very certain they got
responses correct, but are given feedback that they were incorrect, then they may look at
the feedback to see where they went wrong during problem solving). Learners may be
motivated to reduce discrepancies between what they answered and standards of
evaluation (Kluger & DeNisi, 1998). In Stage 5, learners may adjust their prior
knowledge in light of new information about the accuracy of their responses. I propose
that this adjustment may encompass changes to conceptual knowledge that help a learner
have better performance on later, similar problem solving tasks.
It is important to note that feedback models proposed by Bangert-Drowns et al.
(1991), and Hattie and Timperley (2007) conceptualize feedback as future-focused (i.e.,
directive feedback). However, behavioral neuroscience research has conceptualized
feedback as something that informs the learner on past performance (i.e., evaluative
feedback; Dainton et al., 2020). Specifically, if learners experience feedback related
negativity, this informs them that they successfully or unsuccessfully met the learning
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outcome (Hajcak et al., 2006). Learners can use this feedback to evaluate how well they
performed. Unlike feedback research in neuroscience, this paper will focus on how
feedback directs attention to future learning.

2.1

Variation in Feedback
Not all feedback has been shown to be effective at increasing conceptual

knowledge, learning, or performance. In line with variability in instructors’ reasons for
giving feedback (Bangert-Drowns et al., 1991), there are several types of feedback that
may be given to students. Verification feedback lets students know the percentage of
problems they solved correctly so that they know if they grasped a concept or not, which
helps regulate learning by directing them to concepts they need to study further (Shute,
2007). Elaborative feedback, which highlights mistakes and provides additional
information, is used by instructors to help students to fill gaps in their conceptual
knowledge or correct misunderstood information through reflecting on the feedback
given (Krause et al., 2009). Correct-answer feedback gives students the correct answer to
a problem without informing them if they got it right or wrong, which allows students to
compare the correct answer with their own answers to see at what step they made an error
in order to build conceptual knowledge (Shute, 2007). Regardless of the type of feedback
given, it can be directed towards the self (e.g., “you are highly skilled at math”) or be
task-related (e.g., “that was the incorrect strategy to use;” Hattie & Timperely, 2007;
Kluger & DeNisi, 1996). Task-related feedback has been shown to increase performance
relative to self-related because it directs attention towards information relevant to how to
improve in the future (Butler, 1987; Graham & Golan, 1991).

5

Although most forms of feedback have a positive overall effect on student
learning, research indicates that verification feedback alone may hinder student learning
compared to feedback that includes information about correct answers (Bangert-Drowns
et al., 1991; Hattie & Timperley, 2007), as well as feedback that is self-related (Butler,
1987; Graham & Golan, 1991). Beyond that, type of feedback does not seem to matter in
regards to performance on tests or other learning tasks. In the current study, I will focus
on correct-answer feedback so that students who get many problems correct and those
who get many problems incorrect will receive the same feedback information.
In contrast to feedback type, feedback timing can have a substantial effect on
student learning (Butler et al., 2007; Duhon et al., 2015; Fyfe, 2016; Fyfe & RittleJohnson, 2016; Kulik & Kulik, 1988). Feedback can be given to students at different
intervals in the learning process. Immediate feedback is feedback given immediately after
a student has completed a problem (Shute, 2007). Delayed feedback is feedback given
following some time interval (e.g. minutes, hours, or weeks) after a student has
completed an entire set of problems (Shute, 2007). Bangert-Drowns and colleagues
(1991) model proposes that feedback is given after Stage 3 once a learner responds to a
question(s). When immediate feedback is given, learners have the opportunity to evaluate
(in stage 4) and adjust (in stage 5) strategies before moving onto the next question and
starting the cycle over. When delayed feedback is given, learners will answer multiple
questions before receiving feedback to evaluate and adjust their strategies, thus go
through fewer complete cycles, and instead cycle between stages 2 and 3 until feedback
is given.

6

Several studies have indicated that delayed feedback is best for long-term
memory retention. For instance, Kulhavy and Anderson (1972) found that high school
students who were given vocabulary tests on introduction to psychology topics performed
better on a retention test that was given one week later if they received delayed feedback
compared to immediate feedback on the correct response. Kulhavy and Anderson
proposed that this finding may be due to two factors: interference-preservation and
attention allocation. The interference-preservation hypothesis suggests that delaying
feedback is best because it allows learners to forget initial errors, thus allowing them to
learn correct answers without interference (Kulhavy & Anderson, 1972). Of course, this
might hinge on the nature of the task, given that some tasks are easier (i.e., learners may
self-discover correct answers) and others are harder (i.e., learners are unlikely to selfdiscover correct answers). However, they also found that students spent a longer amount
of time studying delayed feedback as compared to immediate feedback, which indicates
that they allocated more attention to feedback and had a higher probability of learning
from it.
More recent research has supported these initial findings that when learners are
given immediate feedback, it may deter learning by making initial errors more
memorable than if feedback is delayed. Metcalfe et al. (2009) found evidence that
participants had higher memory recall for vocabulary words in the delayed feedback
condition than immediate feedback. As with Kulhavy and Anderson (1972), they theorize
that delayed feedback may have been more beneficial because initial errors were
forgotten (Metcalfe et al., 2009). However, they suggest that if learners make many
errors, then errors may preservate if feedback is delayed. Thus, there may be a tradeoff
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between immediate and delayed feedback. Delayed feedback has the potential to promote
memory retention. But, delayed feedback may possibly be beneficial if there are fewer
errors.
Not all studies have found this beneficial effect of delayed feedback on
performance or learning. For instance, Corbalan et al. (2010) conducted a study with
college-aged students in the Netherlands that manipulated delayed (i.e., correct-answer
feedback after solving) and immediate feedback (i.e., a step-by-step worked example) on
computer-based linear algebra problems. Problem presentation was structured in such a
way that easiest problems were presented first and problems progressively got more
challenging. They found that students who received immediate feedback performed better
on transfer questions than those who received delayed feedback. Students also reported
lower mental effort scores while receiving immediate feedback. Although findings did
not reach significance, a pattern was found that students who completed low and medium
complexity problems performed best with delayed feedback, and on high complexity
performed best with immediate feedback. This study brings up the important point that
variables such as problem difficulty level and learners’ prior knowledge may moderate
the relationship between feedback timing and performance, which will be discussed more
in-depth later in this paper.
The efficacy of feedback timing for increasing academic performance may also be
influenced by test item type. Butler et al. (2007) found that on multiple choice reading
comprehension tests, students performed better on retention tests when given delayed
feedback (i.e., after 10 minutes or 1 day) on the initial reading comprehension test as
compared to immediate feedback (i.e., after each question). Butler and colleagues
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suggested that this may be due to the spacing effect, where spaced information can
promote memory retention. In delayed feedback, learners are initially exposed to
concepts through practice, then a spaced period of time elapses before knowledge of
those concepts are re-activated through feedback. Whereas with immediate feedback,
knowledge of those concepts is already activated during practice and may not be as
helpful. Indeed, in a meta-analysis on distributed practice in learning contexts,
researchers found that spacing the presentation of information led to improved test
performance (Cepeda et al., 2006). In contrast to this finding, Sinha and Glass (2015)
found that when students were given delayed feedback on a psychology test, they
performed better on short-answer, but not multiple choice questions on the final exam.
This finding suggests that the efficacy of feedback timing may be influenced by features
of individual test items. In Butler et al. (2007), delayed feedback on multiple choice items
(i.e., fact retrieval) led to higher performance on a final test, whereas Sinha and Glass
(2015) found that delayed feedback was only beneficial to posttest performance on shortanswer questions (i.e., conceptual understanding).
Several mechanisms beyond the spacing effect (Ebbinghaus, 1964) or
interference-preservation hypothesis (Kulhavy & Anderson, 1972) may be involved with
the efficacy of feedback timing. Limited research findings and theory suggests that
timing of feedback may also affect learning through its effects on motivation. In regards
to motivation in an educational context, immediate feedback may be more beneficial than
delayed feedback. Corbalan et al. (2010) found that immediate feedback (i.e., a step-bystep worked example) increased motivation (e.g., confidence, satisfaction, and positive
perception) compared to delayed feedback (i.e., correct-answer feedback after solving).
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However, this effect of timing may also be due to the differences in feedback type (i.e.,
elaborative versus correct answer). Shute (2007) proposed that immediate feedback may
promote student learning by motivating students to practice; for example, if students
know they got a problem wrong immediately, then they know which concepts they need
to study. In contrast, Shute has argued that delayed feedback may cause some students to
become frustrated (i.e., less motivated), particularly those with lower prior knowledge.
These issues will be discussed more fully in the section of this paper on prior knowledge.
In addition to motivation, timing of feedback may also affect learning through its
effects on self-regulation. In relation to self-regulation, delayed feedback may be more
beneficial than immediate feedback. Guidance hypothesis suggests that although
immediate feedback may be beneficial for short-term performance, learners may become
dependent on immediate feedback, thus not learn self-correction skills that are necessary
for longer term memory retention (e.g., when feedback is delayed or not present; Salomni
et al., 1984). For example, if immediate feedback is given and students do not have the
opportunity to practice without relying on their errors to be pointed out, that may hinder
performance on new tasks completed without feedback (Shute, 2007). In contrast to
immediate feedback, researchers suggest that delayed feedback may better encourage
active cognitive engagement and promote autonomy (Shute, 2007).
Finally, it remains unclear how and when immediate and delayed feedback may
result in error preservation. As stated previously, the interference-preservation hypothesis
proposes that over time, initial errors are forgotten (Kulhavy & Anderson, 1972).
However, the error preservation hypothesis argues that delayed feedback may promote
error preservation because the association between the initial lesson response and errors
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would be strengthened (Clariana et al., 2000). If students, such as those with low prior
knowledge, make errors early in the learning task, delayed feedback may cause those
early errors to persist if participants do not know they should engage in strategy change,
interfering with knowledge and skill acquisition (Shute, 2007). But, if students have high
prior knowledge, errors may be less likely to persist. Both of these theories may be
correct depending on the learning context and individual differences in learners. If
learners make many errors, then errors may preservate if feedback is delayed (Metcalfe et
al., 2009), but delayed feedback may possibly be beneficial if there are fewer errors
made. These hypothesized mechanisms suggest that individual differences may affect the
efficacy of feedback timing, such as prior knowledge.
CHAPTER 3. EFFECT OF PRIOR KNOWLEDGE
In addition to features of the feedback itself, individual differences among learners
may moderate the effectiveness of feedback on learning. One important individual
difference is prior knowledge. In Stage 1 of Bangert-Drowns and colleagues (1991)
feedback model, prior knowledge is one component of a learner’s initial state. Several
studies demonstrate that learners’ prior knowledge does moderate the relationship
between feedback and learning during a task (Stevenson, 2017), and feedback on
performance after a learning task (Fazio et al., 2016; Fyfe, 2016; Fyfe et al., 2012; Fyfe
& Rittle-Johnson, 2016). Stevenson (2017) investigated types of feedback that lead to
increased learning (i.e., analogical reasoning skills) and whether feedback effects are
moderated by working memory, as well as prior ability (i.e., initial strategy used) in
children in kindergarten through fourth grade. Results indicated that children’s prior
ability moderated the effects of feedback such that those who initially used incorrect
11

strategies (i.e., non-analogical reasoning skills) learned the most from feedback during
the task compared to children who used correct strategies (i.e., analogical reasoners;
Stevenson, 2017).
Several studies have investigated if prior knowledge moderates the relationship
between feedback and performance. For example, Fazio and colleagues (2016) asked
children to play a computer game (i.e., Catch the Monster) that involved fraction
magnitude estimation on a number line while receiving feedback. Results indicated that
children showed improvements in fraction magnitude comparisons and recall, and those
with lower prior knowledge showed the most dramatic improvements (Fazio et al., 2016).
Fyfe and Rittle-Johnson (2016) found that in the domain of math equivalence,
students with low prior knowledge had increased posttest performance and decreased use
of incorrect strategies when they received immediate feedback. Results from Fyfe et al.
(2012) Study 1 indicate that feedback only led to higher procedural knowledge as
compared with no-feedback in students with low prior knowledge of correct strategies. In
children with moderate prior knowledge, feedback as compared to no-feedback hindered
procedural knowledge acquisition. Study 2 found that feedback led to higher procedural
knowledge of math equivalence on the posttest in students who had low prior knowledge
of correct strategies; however, if participants had moderate prior knowledge of correct
strategies, then feedback led to lower procedural knowledge on the posttest (Fyfe et al.,
2012). These results suggest that students with low prior knowledge benefit most from
feedback, but feedback has mixed effects for students with high prior knowledge.
Fyfe (2016) investigated if computer-based feedback on algebra problems with
middle school students improved performance. Results indicated that students who had
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low prior knowledge of algebra had increased performance on posttest when they
received immediate correct-answer feedback. However, students with high prior
knowledge of algebra were neutrally impacted.
In the studies reviewed thus far (Fyfe, 2012; Fyfe & Rittle-Johnson, 2016)
learners’ prior knowledge is measured as their pretest score within the domain of interest
(e.g., prior knowledge of mathematical equivalence before practicing equivalence
problems). In the context of mathematics, prior knowledge can be defined as any
previously-learned information that a learner brings to a new lesson or problem-solving
task at hand (Sidney & Alibali, 2017). Although past research has examined prior
knowledge through the lens of information useful in successfully solving a specific math
problem, in this study, prior knowledge will be more broadly defined as knowledge of
more familiar foundational concepts a learner brings to a learning task that is useful in
correctly solving a math problem. Only assessing students’ prior knowledge on a specific
task does not take into account the broad range of prior knowledge students bring to the
learning situation. Also, it does not evaluate whether prior knowledge causes effects on
performance. For example, a student not only brings their knowledge of fraction division
to the table when dividing fractions, but also fraction magnitude, whole number division,
and other concepts.
In this study, prior knowledge will be investigated through the lens of knowledge
activation. Learners’ prior knowledge can be activated before solving new problems to
facilitate transfer from a more familiar concept to a newer or more difficult concept (e.g.,
Sidney, 2020; Sidney & Alibali, 2015, 2017; Sidney et al., 2019; Thompson & Opfer,
2010). Across several studies, Sidney, Thompson, and their colleagues have activated
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learners’ prior knowledge of familiar, relevant concepts through “warm-up” problems
(see Sidney & Thompson, 2019 for a discussion). This often serves to invite implicit
transfer from learners’ prior knowledge to the new lesson or problem-solving task. For
example, Sidney (2020) found that conceptual understanding of fraction division is
enhanced when instructors begin lessons by reminding students of familiar whole number
division concepts. Sidney and Alibali (2017) found similar effects for problem solving;
just solving whole number division prior to fraction division supports conceptual
understanding. Studies of feedback have not examined whether the effectiveness of
feedback differs across learners who are more or less likely to be drawing on their prior
knowledge of related concepts. This research study seeks to bring together these two lines
of research.
CHAPTER 4. THE CURRENT STUDY
The overarching goal of this research study was to contribute to a better
understanding of when feedback is helpful and for whom. In order to explore this,
learners were given task-focused feedback on the correct response to fraction division
problems. Understanding fraction division concepts is challenging for both children
(Sidney & Alibali, 2015) and adults (Sidney et al., 2015; Ma, 1999), but can be improved
by supporting reasoning using number lines (Sidney et al., 2019; Sidney et al., under
review). In this study, I manipulated both the timing of feedback and whether or not
learners’ prior knowledge of whole number division was activated. Some participants
were assigned to receive feedback on fraction division immediately after each problem in
the learning (i.e., target) task, some participants were assigned to receive feedback after
all problems were completed, and some participants did not receive any feedback at all.
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Furthermore, some participants “warmed up” with a whole number division video prior
to the target task, thus activating their relevant prior knowledge, and others did not. I
assessed the effects of feedback and prior knowledge on conceptual understanding of
fraction division during the learning episode itself, as well as evidence of learning from
feedback on a posttest, and untrained far transfer to new problems without feedback. I
had several hypotheses regarding prior knowledge and timing of feedback.

4.1
4.1.1

During the Learning Episode
Main Effects
H1: I predict that, in general, knowledge activation will increase learning during

the Target Task relative to no activation, given that warming-up with math problems that
activate relevant prior knowledge to the target learning task has been shown to improve
learning (Sidney, 2020; Sidney & Alibali, 2015, 2017). H2: I predict that, in general,
immediate feedback will increase learning during the Target Task relative to delayed
feedback or no feedback, given that immediate feedback has been found to improve
learning compared to no feedback (Brosvic et al., 2006; Fyfe et al., 2012). H3: I predict
that, in general, learning on the target task will increase over time.
4.1.2

Moderation
H4: However, I predict that knowledge activation will moderate the effects of

feedback on learning during the Target Task. H4a: I predict that those who are in the no
activation group will start with low accuracy on the target task; but, I predict that
immediate, compared to delayed or no feedback, will improve the most. In line with prior
research, immediate feedback may avoid error perseveration in students with low prior
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knowledge (i.e. no knowledge activation) by not allowing them to become entrenched.
H4b: I predict that those who are in the knowledge activation group will start with high
accuracy on the target task. But, the effect of feedback will differ from the effect of
feedback among those in the no knowledge activation group. Though I do not have strong
hypotheses about the size or direction of effect of feedback in this group, based on prior
research, immediate feedback may have a neutral or negative effect on learning relative
to delayed feedback, which may have a small positive effect. By delaying the feedback,
students who have high prior knowledge (i.e. their knowledge is activated) may not
experience the negative effects of interference on deep information processing.

4.2
4.2.1

Evidence of Learning from Feedback
Main Effects
H5: I predict that those whose knowledge is activated will have higher scores on

the posttest than those whose knowledge was not activated. H6: I predict that those who
received immediate feedback will have higher scores on the posttest than those who
received delayed feedback or no feedback.
4.2.2

Moderation
H7: I predict that knowledge activation will moderate the effects of feedback on

posttest scores, such that the effect of feedback is reversed in the knowledge activation
condition as compared to the no activation condition. H7a: I predict that among learners
who receive immediate feedback, those who receive no activation will have higher scores
on posttest than those who have knowledge activation. H7b: However, I predict that
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among learners who received delayed feedback, those who receive knowledge activation
will have higher scores on posttest than those who have no activation.

4.3

Untrained Far Transfer
H8: Finally, I will explore possible moderation effects on far transfer. I do not

have a strong hypothesis about the effects of feedback and knowledge activation on far
transfer, given that far transfer is sometimes difficult to achieve (see Sidney, Thompson,
& Rivera, 2019).
CHAPTER 5. METHOD
All aspects of this method were approved by the Human Subjects Institutional
Review Board at The University of Kentucky under protocol #67076.

5.1

Power Analysis
To determine the necessary sample size to test my hypothesis that prior knowledge

will moderate the relationship between feedback and evidence of learning from feedback,
I conducted an a priori power analysis to ensure adequate power to detect the interaction
effect. Using G*Power, I assessed the number of participants needed to detect an effect
size of 𝜂p2 = .06 for a df = 1 test, the test of the interaction. This reflects my expectation
of a medium-sized effect based on prior research on the effects of feedback on
performance (e.g., Fazio et al., 2016; Fyfe, 2016) and the effects of whole number warmup activities on fraction division conceptual understanding (e.g., Sidney, 2020; Sidney &
Alibali, 2015, 2017) that suggest that the use of feedback and warm-up activities can
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account for approximately 2% to 10% of the unique variance in learners’ performance
outcomes. Though my power analysis revealed that I would require N = 156 participants
in my six conditions, I planned to recruit n = 30 in each condition with the expectation
that some conditions would not fill, and some participant data may need to be excluded.

5.2

Participants
The sample included N = 183 are undergraduate college students at a large public

Southern university in the United States recruited through their psychology courses to
participate for partial course credit. The sample was primarily composed of White (74%)
females (60%), as is typical of the university pool of Psychology participants (M age =
19y, SD = 1.94y; 39% male, 60% female, and 1% nonbinary ; 74% White, 13% Black,
6% Asian, 7% Other/not specified). N = 171 undergraduates participated in the study, but
N = 12 participants were excluded due to being at-ceiling (80% or above accuracy) on
pretest; exclusion criteria were pre-registered on the project OSF page:
(https://osf.io/cmd9t).

5.3

Design and Tasks
Participants were randomly assigned to receive one of three feedback conditions:

Immediate, delayed, or no feedback. Additionally, half of participants were randomly
assigned to view one of two videos: a video on whole number division to activate
students’ familiar prior knowledge or a video on multiplying line segments that would
not activate relevant prior knowledge. Thus, participants experienced one of six
experimental conditions, in a 3 (feedback timing: delayed feedback, immediate feedback,
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or no feedback) x 2 (knowledge activation: activate or not) between-subjects design.
Sample size for each condition can be found in Table 1.
Table 1 Sample Size
Sample Size for Feedback Timing and Knowledge Activation Conditions
Immediate
Feedback

Delayed Feedback No
Feedback

Activation

32

30

24

No
Activation

23

29

33

5.4

Procedure
Data collection was spread across two sessions. First, background measures (i.e.,

pretest and demographics) were assessed at the beginning of the semester through a
general survey to psychology majors in the SONA pool. Later in the semester, students
signed up via SONA to participate individually in the main session via Qualtrics.
During the main session, participants watched a “warm-up” lesson that either activated
prior knowledge (i.e., whole number division on a number line) shown to be beneficial
for learning fraction division (see Sidney, 2020) or a control task (showing how big a
number is using line segments, see Eismann et al., 2020). After the warm-up, participants
completed a set of fraction division problems. Participants either received correct-answer
feedback immediately after solving each problem or correct answer feedback about each
problem given item-by-item at the end of the test. Lastly, participants completed a
posttest to assess learning from feedback and transfer, and answered demographic
questions.
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5.5
5.5.1

Measures
Pretest
This 2-item measure (adapted from Ma, 1999; Sidney & Alibali, 2015; Sidney,

Thompson, & Rivera, 2019) assessed conceptual understanding of fraction division
through fraction story problems (see Appendix A for an example). Word problem
questions asked participants to write a word problem that represented the fraction
division problem (e.g. “Write a word problem that represents 5÷1/7”). Average scores
(i.e., percent correct) were computed for these items. Ideally, number line items
isomorphic to the target task would have been used for the pretest. However, I was
unable to include questions in this type of format in the SONA prescreening. When
piloting, I found that all students who could write a correct story problem at pretest also
scored 100% on target task items.
5.5.2

Warm-up
In the “Knowledge Activation” condition participants watched a short video that

demonstrated the division of two whole numbers on a number line (adapted from Sidney,
Thompson, & Rivera, 2019; see https://osf.io/b2y6w/ for their example). In the No
Activation condition, participants watched a short control lesson that showed how big a
number is using line segments (adapted from Eismann et al., 2020). Examples of each
lesson condition can be found in Appendix B.
5.5.3

Target Task
This 12-item task assessed the ability to divide on a number line (adapted from

Sidney, Thompson, & Rivera, 2019). Twelve questions on number line division (e.g.
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“Which number line best represents 2 1/4÷1/4?”) asked participants to choose which
visual best represented the problem out of five answer choices (i.e., a through e). See
Appendix C examples. The correct answers showed how many times the divisor can go
into the dividend. The incorrect answers showed common conceptual errors individuals
use when solving fraction division problems. For example, Figure 2 shows the correct
answer for 3 ÷ ⅙ (Panel 1), whole number division of 3 ÷ 6 (Panel 2), multiplication of ⅙
* 3 (Panel 3), whole number multiplication of 6 * 3 which results in the correct answer
with the wrong strategy (Panel 4), answer only (Panel 5). One score will be computed for
performance after feedback (percent correct). Also, three scores (percent correct) were
computed for performance at three points during the Target Task (i.e., questions 1-4, 5-8,
and 9-12). See figure 2.
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Figure 2 Target Task Example
Example of a target task problem and correct-answer feedback. Panels 1-5 represent the
answer choices.
5.5.4 Posttest
This 11-item measure (adapted from Sidney & Alibali, 2015) assessed the ability
to divide on a number line, fraction diagram knowledge, and fraction story problems (see
Appendix D). Six questions on number line division (e.g. “Which number line best
represents 6÷1/4?”) asked participants to choose which visual best represents the
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problem, which were isomorphic to target task items. Four questions that assessed
fraction diagram knowledge (e.g. “Which picture best represents 3÷1/3?”) asked
participants to choose the diagram that best represented a number line division problem
that contained circle representations with numbers indicating fractions (two questions)
and circle diagram problem (two questions; see Appendix D). One word problem
question asked participants to write a word problem that represented the fraction division
problem (i.e., “Write a word problem that represents 4÷1/6”). This measure was scored
through averaging target task items and transfer items separately. One score (percent
correct) was computed for number line items (i.e., questions 1-6). Three scores were
computed (percent correct) to assess general tranear transfer to other number line items
(i.e., questions 9-10), and far transfer to new contexts on word and diagram items (i.e.,
questions 7-8, and 11).
5.5.5

Demographic Information
This 8-item measure asked participants questions regarding their age, gender,

ethnicity, and history of taking math-intensive courses (see Appendix e).

5.6

Coding Story Problems
Each story problem on the pretest and posttest was coded for correct answer and

story set-up. The answer was coded as correct if the participants’ word problem is exactly
the answer to the given equation. The story set-up was coded as correct if the story
represents dividing by the divisor. For example, for the problem 4 ÷ ⅙ , a person might
respond, “Bailey had 4 pizzas. Each pizza was divided into six slices.” Because there are
four pizzas and grouped by one slice (⅙ of pizza), this would be coded as the correct
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answer. Also, the set-up represents an accurate conceptual model of division (the quotient
as the number of times ⅙ goes into 4), so the set-up is correct. In this study, if a
participant correctly answered or set up the story problems, it was coded as “1” for
correct (i.e., a participant could correctly set up a problem, but not get the correct answer
and it would still be coded as correct). If the participant did not both correctly answer and
set-up the story problem, it was coded as a “0” for incorrect. Two trained researchers
coded each story problem. They agreed on 98% of all codes; disagreements were
resolved through discussion.
CHAPTER 6. RESULTS
6.1

Analysis Overview
I preregistered analyses at OSF.io (https://osf.io/cmd9t). Part of the pregistration

plan was excluding people at-ceiling on the pretest (80% or higher accuracy) because
they have no room for learning growth during the feedback manipulation. There were N =
12 participants excluded from the study for being at-ceiling on the pretest.
According to the pre-registration, the original plan was to include pretest as a
covariate in all analyses. That is no longer feasible because of an administrative error in
which pretest data is missing from some participants (N = 80), thus were not used in the
primary analyses. ANCOVA models on a subset of participants that did complete the
pretest is available in Appendix F for ANCOVA analyses). During Fall 2021 data
collection via SONA, participants who had not completed the pretest measure during
SONA pre-screening were allowed to participate); thus, those participants were missing
pretest data. In Spring 2022, the pretest was accidentally omitted in the prescreening
survey by the SONA administrator; thus, all pretest data is missing from this time period
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because participants did not have access to it at prescreening. I report analyses conducted
without the pretest as covariate in the results section and with the covariate in the
appendix (see Appendix F). I considered using multiple imputation to handle missing
data, as a Missing Values Analysis indicated that Little’s test of Missing Completely at
Random (MCAR) was not significant, χ2(2) = 1.82, p = .402, suggesting that the data
was, indeed, missing completely at random. However, it does not make sense
conceptually to impute pretest scores based on target task and posttest performance.
There were no other exclusions or missing data in this study.

6.2

During the Learning Episode: Do Feedback and Prior Knowledge Interact to Affect
Learning?
For learning during the episode, I preregistered that I would conduct a 2

(knowledge activation or no activation) x 2 (immediate feedback or delayed/no feedback)
x 3 (time 1, time 2, time 3) mixed ANCOVA where knowledge activation and feedback
timing are between-subjects, time (i.e., time 1, questions 1-4; time 2, questions 5-8; time
3, questions 9-12) is within-subjects, and pretest as a covariate. Due to missing data from
pretest, I deviated from my preregistered plan by conducting a mixed ANOVA instead.
As preregistered, I collapsed feedback timing into two variables (immediate feedback or
delayed/no feedback) instead of three because while responding to the target task, both
delayed and no feedback conditions did not see feedback. Those in delayed feedback only
got feedback after answering all questions. Thus, learning over time should be the same
for both conditions. As preregistered, learning during the target task is the dependent
variable in this analysis and I divided learning during the target task into three different
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time points. This allows me to investigate microgenetic change in learning due to
feedback.
Based on Mauchly’s Test of Sphericity, the assumption of sphericity was violated,
W = .90, X2 = 16.75, p < .001. Thus, I report the test of the within-subjects effect with the
Greenhouse-Geisser-corrected degrees of freedom below.
6.2.1

Main Effects
The repeated measures ANOVA revealed that there was a main effect of time on

learning during the target task, F(1.83, 304.76) = 21.31, p < .001, 𝜂p2 = .11. As expected,
learning on the target task increased over time 1 (M = 77%, SE = 2% accuracy on four
questions), time 2 (M = 85%, SE = 2%), and time 3 (M = 88%, SE = 2%). There was a
significant linear, F(1, 167) = 33.19, p < .001, 𝜂p2 = .16, main effect of time, but no
quadratic effect, F(1, 167) = 3.25, p = .073, 𝜂p2 = .02.
6.2.2

Moderation
Next, I report interactions amongst the three independent variables. First, as

predicted, the repeated measures ANOVA revealed that there was a significant
interaction between time and feedback, F(1.83, 304.76) = 3.36, p = .040, 𝜂p2 = .02. To
examine the differences between feedback timing and time, I conducted planned pairwise
comparisons. When feedback was present during the learning task (i.e., immediate
feedback), there were both significant linear (F(1, 84) = 23.26, p < .001, 𝜂p2 = .34) and
quadratic (F(1, 53) = 8.86, p = .004, 𝜂p2 = .14) effects of time. In the immediate feedback
condition, learning on the target task increased from time 1 (M = 83%, SE = 4% accuracy
on four questions), to time 2 (M = 95%, SE = 4%), and to time 3 (M = 96%, SE = 4%).
Surprisingly, when feedback was not present (i.e., delayed or no feedback conditions),
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there was a significant linear (F(1, 114) = 13.19, p < .001, 𝜂p2 = .10) effect of time, but
no quadratic effect (F(1, 114) = .22, p = .643, 𝜂p2 = .002). When feedback was delayed
or not given, learning increased over time 1 (M= 71%, SE = 3% accuracy on four
questions), time 2 (M = 74%, SE = 3%), and time 3 (M = 79%, SE = 3%). Although there
was an increase in learning when feedback was not present, it increased less rapidly and
fewer percentage points overall than if feedback was present. See Figure 3.

Figure 3 Time by Feedback Interaction
Additionally, as predicted, the repeated measures ANOVA revealed there was a
significant interaction between feedback and knowledge activation. When participants’
relevant prior knowledge was activated during the learning task, there was no effect of
feedback, F(1, 84) = .92, p = .342, 𝜂p2 = .01. However, when participants’ relevant prior
knowledge was not activated during the learning task, there was a significant positive
effect of feedback, F(1, 83) = 13.83, p < .001, 𝜂p2 = .14. In other words, when
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knowledge was not activated and feedback was present (M = 90%, SE = 5%), learning
was higher than if feedback was not present (M = 61%, SE = 3%). See Figure 4.

Figure 4 Feedback timing by knowledge activation interaction
No other interactions were significant, including the two-way interaction between
time and knowledge activation, F(1.83, 304.76) = 1.46, p = .234, 𝜂p2 = .02, and the threeway interaction of time, activation, and feedback, F(1.83, 304.76) = 1.91, p = .153, 𝜂p2 =
.01.

6.3

Evidence of Learning from Feedback: Do Feedback and Prior Knowledge Interact
to Affect Evidence of Learning?
For evidence of learning from feedback, I preregistered that I would conduct a 2

(knowledge activation or no activation) x 3 (immediate, delayed, or no feedback)
between-subjects ANCOVA where knowledge activation and feedback timing are
between-subjects and pretest as a covariate. Due to missing data from pretest, I deviated
from my preregistered plan by conducting a between-subjects ANOVA instead. As
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preregistered, performance on problems similar to target task items on posttest is the
dependent variable in this analysis.
6.3.1

Main Effects
The between-subjects ANOVA revealed that there was a main effect of feedback

timing on evidence of learning on the posttest, F(2, 165) = 14.17, p < .001, 𝜂p2 = .147.
To more closely examine the differences between feedback timing performance on the
posttest, I conducted planned pairwise comparisons. As predicted, participants in the
immediate feedback condition (M = 95%, SE = 3%) performed better on posttest than
participants who received no feedback, (M = 71%, SE = 3%), p <.001; but, there was no
difference in performance compared to delayed feedback, (M = 90%, SE = 3%), p = .277.
Delayed feedback also led to higher performance on posttest compared to no feedback, p
< .001.
I predicted that participants whose relevant prior knowledge was activated would
score higher on the posttest than participants whose relevant prior knowledge was not
activated. However, the main effect of knowledge activation on evidence of learning on
the posttest was not significant, F(1, 165) = 2.13, p = .146, 𝜂p2 = .013.
6.3.2

Moderation
Next, I report the interaction of the two independent variables. I predicted that

knowledge activation would moderate the effects of feedback on scores from feedback on
posttest such that participants whose relevant knowledge was not activated and received
immediate feedback would have higher scores on posttest than participants whose
relevant knowledge was activated. Also, I predicted that participants whose relevant prior
knowledge was activated and delayed feedback would have higher scores on posttest than
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those who had no relevant prior knowledge activated. However, the between-subjects
ANOVA revealed that there was not a difference between knowledge activation and
feedback timing conditions on evidence of learning on the posttest, F(2, 165) = 2.41, p =
.093, 𝜂p2 = .03. See Figure 5.

Figure 5 No interaction between feedback timing and knowledge activation on evidence
of learning on posttest
6.4

Untrained Far Transfer: Do Feedback and Prior Knowledge Interact to Affect
Transfer?
For untrained far transfer, I preregistered that I would conduct a 2 (knowledge

activation or no activation) x 3 (immediate, delayed, or no feedback) between-subjects
ANCOVA where knowledge activation and feedback timing are between-subjects and
pretest as a covariate. Due to missing data from pretest, I deviated from my preregistered
plan by conducting a between-subjects ANOVA instead. As preregistered, performance
on transfer items on the posttest is the dependent variable in this analysis.
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6.4.1

Main Effects
There was no main effect of knowledge activation on transfer on the posttest, F(1,

165) = .09, p = .766, 𝜂p2 = .001. Also, there was no main effect of feedback timing on
transfer on the posttest, F(2, 165) = .60, p = .548, 𝜂p2 = .01.
6.4.2

Moderation
Given that far transfer is difficult to achieve, I did not have a strong hypothesis

about the effects of feedback timing and knowledge activation on far transfer. The
between-subjects ANOVA revealed that there was not a difference between knowledge
activation and feedback timing conditions on transfer on the posttest, F(2, 165) = .30, p =
.739, 𝜂p2 = .004. Note that when circle number line and circle diagram items were
analyzed separately, the pattern of the results is similar across outcomes. See Figure 6.

Figure 6 No interaction between knowledge activation and feedback timing on transfer on
the posttest
CHAPTER 7. DISCUSSION
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In this study, adults were asked to solve fraction division problems in one of six
conditions. They were randomly assigned to have their relevant prior mathematics
knowledge activated or not, and to receive either immediate, delayed, or no feedback
during a learning task. Importantly, I aimed to examine whether activating adults’
knowledge of whole number division would result in a neutral or negative effect of
immediate feedback. Also, I was interested in understanding if adults whose knowledge
was not activated benefited most from immediate feedback. In support of my hypotheses,
I found evidence that adults can rapidly learn about the conceptual structure of fraction
division. As expected, variability in learning depends on prior knowledge and feedback
timing.

7.1

Learning from Computer-Generated Feedback
In line with prior research (Butler et al., 2007; Corbalan et al., 2010; Kulhavy &

Anderson, 1972; Metcalfe et al., 2009), adults in my sample showed evidence of learning
over time, regardless of condition. Surprisingly, even just solving problems (i.e., practice
without feedback) increased performance over time. Also in line with prior research on
adults (Brosvic et al., 2006; Corbalan et al., 2010) and children (Fyfe, 2016; Fyfe et al.,
2012; Fyfe & Rittle-Johnson, 2016), performance increased rapidly when feedback was
given during the learning task (i.e., immediate) than after (i.e., delayed or none). This
aligns well with Bangert-Drowns and colleagues (1991) model of how feedback works
during a learning episode. When feedback is immediate, learners have the opportunity to
evaluate feedback and adjust their problem solving strategies during the problem solving
episode. However, if feedback is delayed, learners do not have the opportunity to
evaluate feedback and adjust their strategies until another learning episode. It also
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supports the error preservation hypothesis (Clariana et al., 2000), which suggests that
delayed feedback strengthens associations between initial responses and errors. But, this
finding does not support the interference-preservation hypothesis (Kulhavy & Anderson,
1972), which suggests that initial errors are forgotten overtime.
In line with previous research (Butler et al., 2007; Corbalan et al., 2010; Kulhavy
& Anderson, 1972), I found evidence that adults applied what they learned from feedback
on a task where they did not receive feedback (i.e., posttest). Thus, in line with previous
research (Fazio et al., 2016; Fyfe et al., 2012; Fyfe & Rittle-Johnson, 2016), it appears
that feedback in general is beneficial for performance compared to no feedback. Adults
who received immediate feedback learned the most, but they did not learn significantly
more than adults who received delayed feedback. This finding does not support the
guidance hypothesis, which suggests that although immediate feedback increases shortterm performance (i.e., target task), learners may become reliant upon it and not learn
self-regulation skills necessary to perform well in the long term (i.e., posttest; Salomni et
al., 1984).
These findings add an interesting perspective to Bangert-Drowns and colleagues
(1991) model of how feedback works during a learning episode. It appears that after the
learning episode in which learners have received feedback has ended, and a new learning
episode without feedback begins, the timing of feedback in the original learning episode
does not matter for performance during the new learning episode. That is, feedback
compared to no feedback during the initial learning episode helps improve performance
on a future learning episode without feedback, regardless of its timing.
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However, caution should be taken when applying these findings, given that
participants who received delayed feedback had mental representations of problems
activated immediately before the posttest. One possibility is that immediate and delayed
feedback are both helpful, but delayed feedback was not spaced far enough from the
initial presentation of the item to see a benefit of the spacing effect on re-activating
mental representations compared to immediate feedback. Butler and colleagues (2007)
did find that delayed feedback (i.e., one day after learning) was better for retention (i.e.,
one week after feedback) than immediate feedback because it spaced out information
(i.e., learners are initially exposed to concepts through practice, then a spaced period of
time elapses before knowledge of those concepts are re-activated through feedback). In
this study, there was no delay in activating mental representations between delayed
feedback and posttest. Future research should investigate these effects of feedback timing
by having participants complete a retention test that is spaced farther apart from the
learning episode (e.g., one day or one week) to allow for the benefit of re-activating
mental representations.
There was no effect of feedback timing on transfer. This is not surprising, given
that transfer can be difficult to achieve in laboratory tasks. Although, one study did find
that on a computer-based linear algebra task, college-aged students who received
immediate feedback performed better on transfer questions than those who received
delayed feedback (Corbalan et al., 2010). I will return to this idea in the limitations
section.
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7.2

Effects on Prior Knowledge
In line with previous research (Sidney, 2020; Sidney & Alibali, 2015, 2017),

adults who had their prior knowledge activated (i.e., had high prior knowledge) learned
more than those who did not have relevant prior knowledge activated (i.e., had low prior
knowledge). In this study, relevant knowledge was primed through a warm-up (i.e.,
whole number division), not just measured through prior knowledge of the task at-hand
(i.e., fraction division). Thus, this study contributes to this line of work by showing that
manipulating prior knowledge is important for learning. In line with previous findings,
knowledge activation was helpful during learning. However, in contrast to previous
findings (Sidney, 2020; Sidney & Alibali, 2015, 2017), knowledge activation did not
result in improved performance in adults at posttest. This may be due to the fact that
feedback was such a powerful manipulation, thus there was not enough power to detect
an effect of knowledge activation.
7.2.1

Interaction of Feedback and Prior knowledge
Finally, in line with prior research (Fazio et al., 2016; Fyfe et al., 2012; Fyfe &

Rittle-Johnson, 2016; Stevenson, 2017), prior knowledge moderated the effectiveness of
feedback during learning. “Low prior knowledge” students, those in the no activation
condition, learned most if they received immediate feedback compared to delayed or no
feedback. This is in line with the error preservation hypothesis (Clariana et al., 2000),
which suggests that if feedback is delayed then errors are more likely to persist; with
immediate feedback, errors were immediately corrected. This is further evidence that
does not support the interference-preservation hypothesis, which suggests that initial
errors are forgotten over time (Kulhavy & Anderson, 1972). Furthermore, in line with
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previous findings (Fyfe, 2016), there was a neutral effect of feedback for learners whose
relevant prior knowledge was activated. This finding supports the error preservation
hypothesis because students with high prior knowledge did not make many errors. The
finding that activating certain relevant features of prior knowledge (i.e., whole number
division) supports learning (i.e., fraction division) adds to our understanding of the role
prior knowledge plays in feedback. It is not just prior knowledge of a specific task, but
other relevant knowledge in the mind that influences learning.
In contrast, my hypothesis that knowledge activation and feedback timing would
interact to impact later performance was not supported. This is in contrast to previous
research (Fazio et al., 2016; Fyfe, 2016; Fyfe et al., 2012), where prior knowledge
activation did moderate the impact of feedback timing on performance. It may be the case
that learners were already very good at this specific task, as it used multiple choice
questions instead of open-ended responses that previous studies used (Sidney, Thompson,
& Rivera, 2019; Sidney et al., under review). So, there may not have been enough room
to grow on posttest. Note that although the interaction was not significant, learners whose
relevant prior knowledge was activated scored higher on the posttest compared to
learners whose relevant prior knowledge was not activated. However, feedback may have
been such a powerful manipulation that there was not enough power to detect a small
effect of knowledge activation on posttest.
These findings contribute an interesting perspective to Bangert-Drowns and
colleagues (1991) model of how feedback works during a learning episode. In this study,
I manipulated learners’ initial states. If learners watched a whole number division video,
then they had relevant prior knowledge activated (i.e., high prior knowledge) that helped
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them solve fraction division. However, if relevant prior knowledge was not activated
(i.e., low prior knowledge), then learners started with a disadvantaged initial state.
The current study adds to the body of knowledge regarding knowledge activation
(e.g., Sidney, 2020; Sidney & Alibali, 2015, 2017), by acknowledging the broader range
of information learners bring to the learning task. That is, not only does low prior
knowledge of a specific task lead to immediate feedback being most beneficial for
learning, but activating many relevant aspects of prior knowledge. If learners start with
an initial state of low prior knowledge, then they seem more likely to evaluate immediate
feedback and adjust their strategies on subsequent problems. However, if learners start
with an initial state of high prior knowledge, then they do not seem to evaluate feedback
and adjust their strategies on subsequent problems; they do not need to pay attention to
feedback because they already have the knowledge they need to successfully complete
the learning task.

7.3

Limitations and Future Directions
Although these findings are promising for understanding how to best structure the

learning environment for adults, my study did have key limitations. Overall, adults were
very good at fraction division problems given in this multiple choice format. There may
not have been enough room for adults to grow, given the easier nature of multiple choice
problems compared to free recall. Prior research (Sidney & Alibali, 2015) has been in
short-answer format, which required adults to recall how to solve instead of recognizing
answer choices. Thus, future studies could have adults solve fraction division by hand to
see if this leads to significant effects of knowledge activation and feedback timing on
learning and performance.
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Another limitation of this study is that we intended for people to learn the
conceptual structure of fraction division. However, adults could have solved the task with
“shallow” perceptual matching (i.e., recognizing certain surface features of diagram
structure when given correct multiple choice answers) versus deep processing (i.e.,
learning problem solving strategies for fraction division). This may be one reason why
ceiling effects were seen in this study. This explanation seems likely because there was
no evidence of far transfer. I would expect that adults at-ceiling on the target task would
have done much better on the transfer items (specifically the circle number line items) if
they learned about fraction division. The circle number line items were very similar
structurally to the target task items compared to the circle diagram and world problem
items. At the very least, I would have expected that their knowledge of fraction division
would have transferred to these items. Future studies could use a different task (i.e., not
multiple choice) that might lend itself better to deep processing and learning.
Alternatively, future studies could vary the perceptual features from trial to trial (e.g.,
change colors of the number line features, and change problem types to include circles
and number lines).
Furthermore, question order during the target task and posttest were not
randomized. Thus, time was confounded with problem type. This could have led to the
effects of time being due to problem features. However, this explanation seems unlikely
because adults got increasingly better over time, which is what I would expect if time, not
problem features, were driving the effect.
Lastly, in future studies prior ability could be controlled for by using pretest
ability as a covariate. Prior starting ability in math impacts how well adults will perform
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by the end of the study. Thus, it is important to control for prior ability so that true effects
of feedback and knowledge activation can be seen.
In the future type of feedback could be manipulated. In this study, correct answer
feedback was used, though it provided information about the correct strategy to use (i.e.,
the correct answer was the correct strategy). Future researchers could manipulate
verification feedback and worked-example feedback. For instance, end-of-chapter
questions in math textbooks often have an answer key that solely contains the correct
answer (i.e., verification feedback), but does not contain information on how to find the
answer (i.e., worked example). In the future, I am interested in exploring what happens if
learners have incorrect prior knowledge versus no prior knowledge of a mathematical
concept. That is, how does feedback impact problem solving strategies if a person has no
prior knowledge versus incorrect prior knowledge? Might incorrect prior knowledge lead
learners to continue making errors, despite feedback?

7.4

Implications and Conclusions
By manipulating adults’ prior knowledge through priming, and rather than only

measuring prior knowledge, I extend research on prior knowledge and feedback timing.
My findings that learning increased over time, immediate feedback helped learners learn
the most (particularly when knowledge is not activated), and feedback in general
increases performance are in line with a great deal of previous research on the importance
of feedback and prior knowledge play in learning and performance. For example (Fazio
et al., 2016; Fyfe & Rittle-Johnson, 2016), researchers have found that immediate
feedback is most beneficial for learners with low prior knowledge, but feedback ingeneral has a neutral effect (Fyfe, 2016) for those with high prior knowledge.
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Furthermore, given the potential for knowledge activation to support learning, regardless
of feedback condition, my findings highlight the importance of warming up with whole
number division before starting fraction division. Lastly, the findings in this study appear
to support the error preservation hypothesis (Clariana et al., 2000), but not the
interference-preservation hypothesis (Kulhavy & Anderson, 1972). In the current study,
learners did not appear to forget initial errors when feedback was delayed, but immediate
feedback did prevent errors from persisting.
In the classroom math instructors should use warm-up activities that activate
relevant prior knowledge prior to each lesson. During the lesson, immediate feedback is
helpful. Instructors who use computer-based technology during lessons could structure it
to give feedback after each question or each problem solving step. Also, instructors
should give some form of feedback during a lesson, as it improves performance on later
problems. It would not be useful to measure prior ability before a lesson. Even when
learners with high prior knowledge get feedback, there is a neutral (not negative) impact.
Both activating relevant prior knowledge and giving feedback would support students
with low prior ability, while not harming those with high prior ability. As learners gain
competence, computer-based instruction could be structured to give delayed feedback so
that learners do not become too reliant on feedback.
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APPENDICES

APPENDIX 1. PRETEST
Example:
Write a word problem that represents 17 - 8.
Bernie is selling pies for a bake sale. He made 17 pies for the sale, and he sold 8 pies this
morning. How many pies does he have left to sell?
Question:
Write a word problem that represents 5 ÷ 1/7.

APPENDIX 2. WARM-UP
Knowledge Activation: Participants watched a video that showed whole number division
(6 divided by 3).

No Activation: Participants watched a video that showed how to multiply line segments.
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APPENDIX 3. TARGET TASK
1. Which number line best represents 3 ÷ ⅙ ?

2. Which number line best represents 2 ½ ÷ ¼ ?
3. Which number line best represents 3 ⅗ ÷ ⅕ ?
4. Which number line best represents ⅘ ÷ ¼ ?
5. Which number line best represents 4 ÷ ½ ?
6. Which number line best represents 5 ⅓ ÷ ⅔ ?
7. Which number line best represents 6 ÷ ⅔ ?
8. Which number line best represents 2 ÷ ⅖ ?
9. Which number line best represents ⅔ ÷ ⅙ ?
10. Which number line best represents ¾ ÷ ⅜ ?
11. Which number line best represents 4 ⅙ ÷ ⅚ ?
12. Which number line best represents ⅔ ÷ 2/9 ?
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APPENDIX 4. POSTTEST
1. Which number line best represents 6 ÷ ¼ ?

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Which number line best represents 4 ÷ 2/9 ?
Which number line best represents 3 ⅓ ÷ ⅙ ?
Which number line best represents 5 ⅔ ÷ ⅔ ?
Which number line best represents ⅚ ÷ ⅙ ?
Which number line best represents ⅞ ÷ ¼ ?
Which picture best represents 5 ÷ ⅓ ?
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8. Which picture best represents 4 ÷ ⅕ ?
9. Which picture best represents 6 ÷ ½ ?
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10. Which picture best represents 3 ÷ ⅓ ?
11. Example:
Write a word problem that represents 17 - 8.
Bernie is selling pies for a bake sale. He made 17 pies for the sale, and he sold 8
pies this morning. How many pies does he have left to sell?
Question:
Write a word problem that represents 4 ÷ ⅙ .

Questions 1-6: Target Task problems
Transfer items:
Questions 7-8: Circle Diagram
Questions 9-10: Circle Number Line
Question 11: Story problem
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APPENDIX 5. DEMOGRAPHICS QUESTIONNAIRE
.

What is your gender?
a. Male
b. Female
c. Other [Fill in blank]
2. What is your age? [fill in the blank]
3. What is your major at UK? [fill in the blank]
4. What is your race/ethnicity?
a.
White
b. Black or African American
c.
American Indian or Alaskan Native
d. Asian
e.
Native Hawaiian or Pacific Islander
f. Prefer not to answer
g. Other [fill in the blank]
5. Did you use a calculator at any point while completing this survey? [Yes or No]
6. How often do you use mathematics skills in your college major?
a.
Never
b. Rarely
c.
Sometimes
d. Most of the time
e.
Always
7. How many math-intensive college course (offered by the Mathematics Department
or some other Department) have you taken at UK? [fill in the blank]
8. When did you take your last math-intensive course that was offered in high school
or college?
a.
Currently enrolled in a math course
b. Fall 2021
c.
Spring/Summer 2021
d. Fall 2020
e.
Spring/Summer 2020
f. Fall 2019
g. Spring/Summer 2019
h. Fall 2018
i.
Prior to Spring/Summer 2018
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APPENDIX 6. ANCOVA
During the Learning Episode: Do feedback and prior knowledge interact to affect
learning?
For learning during the episode, I preregistered that I would conduct a 2
(knowledge activation or no activation) x 2 (immediate feedback or delayed/no feedback)
x 3 (time 1, time 2, time 3) mixed ANCOVA where knowledge activation and feedback
timing are between-subjects, time (i.e., time 1, questions 1-4; time 2, questions 5-8; time
3, questions 9-12) is within-subjects, and pretest as a covariate. Note that due to missing
data on the pretest items, the analyses in this appendix include only a subsample of N =
91 for whom I had pretest data.
Based on Mauchly’s Test of Sphericity, the assumption of sphericity was violated,
W = .89, X2 = 10.24, p = .006. Thus, I report the test of the within-subjects effect with the
Greenhouse-Geisser-corrected degrees of freedom below.
Main effects. The repeated measures ANCOVA revealed that there was a main
effect of time on learning during the target task, F(1.8, 154.47) = 13.35, p < .001, 𝜂p2 =
.13. As expected, learning on the target task increased over time 1 (M = 75%, SE = 3%
accuracy on four questions), time 2 (M = 84%, SE = 3%), and time 3 (M = 89%, SE =
3%).
Moderation. Next, I report interactions amongst the three independent variables.
To examine the differences between feedback timing and time, I conducted planned
pairwise comparisons. As predicted, the repeated measures ANCOVA revealed that there
was a significant interaction between time and feedback, F(1.80, 154.47) = 3.45, p =
.039. Unlike the ANOVA, when feedback was present during the learning task (i.e.,
immediate feedback), there was only a significant linear effect of time (F(1, 28) = 25.46,
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p < .001, 𝜂p2 = .48), not quadratic (F(1, 28) = 3.53, p = .069, 𝜂p2 = .11). In the
immediate feedback condition, learning on the target task increased over time 1 (M =
78%, SE = 4% accuracy on four questions), time 2 (M = 93%, SE = 4%), and time 3 (M =
96%, SE = 3%). Surprisingly, when feedback was not present (i.e., delayed or no
feedback conditions), there was a significant linear (F(1, 57) = 8.23, p = .006, 𝜂p2 = .13)
effect of time, but no quadratic effect (F(1, 57) = 2.54, p = .117, 𝜂p2 = .04). When
feedback was delayed or not given, learning increased over time 1 (M= 73%, SE = 4%
accuracy on four questions), time 2 (M = 75%, SE = 4%), and time 3 (M = 84%, SE =
4%). Although there was an increase in learning when feedback was not present, it
increased less rapidly and fewer percentage points than if feedback was present.
There was a significant interaction between feedback and knowledge activation,
F(1, 86) = 4.16, p = .045, 𝜂p2 = .05. To more closely examine the differences between
knowledge activation and feedback timing, I conducted planned pairwise comparisons.
When participants’ relevant prior knowledge was activated during the learning task, there
was no effect of feedback, F(1, 48) = .001, p = .979, 𝜂p2 = .001. When participants’
relevant prior knowledge was not activated during the learning task, there was not a
significant effect of feedback, F(1, 38) = 4.00, p = .053, 𝜂p2 = .10. However, the pattern
of means is similar to the entire sample.
No other interactions were significant, including the two-way interaction between
time and knowledge activation, F(1.80, 154.47) = 2.17, p = .123, 𝜂p2 = .03, and the threeway interaction of time, activation, and feedback, F(1.80, 154.47) = .82, p = .433, 𝜂p2 =
.009.
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Evidence of Learning from Feedback: Do feedback and prior knowledge interact to
affect evidence of learning?
For evidence of learning from feedback, I preregistered that I would conduct a 2
(knowledge activation or no activation) x 3 (immediate, delayed, or no feedback)
between-subjects ANCOVA where knowledge activation and feedback timing are
between-subjects and pretest as a covariate.
Main Effects. Unlike the ANOVA, the between-subjects ANCOVA revealed that
there was not a main of feedback timing on evidence of learning on the posttest, F(2, 84)
= 1.71, p = .187, 𝜂p2 = .04. The main effect of knowledge activation on evidence of
learning on the posttest was also not significant, F(1, 84) = 1.33, p = .251, 𝜂p2 = .02.
Moderation. Furthermore, the between-subjects ANCOVA revealed that there
was no interaction between knowledge activation and feedback timing conditions on
evidence of learning on the posttest, F(2, 84) = .04, p = .963, 𝜂p2 = .001.
Untrained Far Transfer: Do feedback and prior knowledge interact to affect
transfer?
For untrained far transfer, I preregistered that I would conduct a 2 (knowledge
activation or no activation) x 3 (immediate, delayed, or no feedback) between-subjects
ANCOVA where knowledge activation and feedback timing are between-subjects and
pretest as a covariate. As with the main ANOVA, there was no main effect of knowledge
activation on transfer on the posttest, F(1, 84) = 4.02, p = .558, 𝜂p2 = .004, no main effect
of feedback timing on transfer on the posttest, F(2, 84) = .85, p = .433, 𝜂p2 = .02, and no
interaction between knowledge activation and feedback timing conditions on transfer on
the posttest, F(2, 84) = .74, p = .479, 𝜂p2 = .02.
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Summary
Overall, findings are the same for the interaction of time and feedback on learning
during the target task. Also, there are similar findings for the interaction of knowledge
activation and feedback on learning. However, there are contrasting findings on posttest.
There are no effects of feedback or knowledge interaction. This may be due to a loss of
power with N = 91 compared to N = 171 participants, as the effect of feedback timing
was only 𝜂p2 = .04 compared to 𝜂p2 = .15. It may also be due to the nature of students
that took the survey (i.e., in the ANCOVA for no feedback condition M = 83%, but the
ANOVA M = 71%). Lastly, I found the same findings for transfer (no effects).
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